In vitro and in vivo characterization of a potential universal placebo designed for use in vaginal microbicide clinical trials.
The development of vaginal microbicides for the prevention of sexual transmission of HIV is becoming an increasingly important strategy in the battle against the AIDS epidemic. Several first generation microbicide candidates are entering Phase III efficacy trials, and several other candidates are in earlier stages of clinical development. The capacity to make accurate clinical assessments of the safety and efficacy of microbicide formulations is critical. Since microbicide trials will rely on a blinded, randomized, placebo-controlled design, it is important to employ a placebo formulation that does not distort either safety or efficacy assessments. Efficacy of the microbicide would be underestimated if the placebo itself provided a degree of protection. Conversely, a placebo with epithelial toxicity that increased susceptibility would cause an overestimation of microbicide efficacy. To address these issues, a hydroxyethylcellulose (HEC) placebo formulation has been developed and has been adopted for use in clinical evaluations of investigational microbicides as a "universal" placebo. In this report, the chemical and physical properties of this formulation are described, as well as its in vitro and in vivo effects on safety and efficacy. The results show that this "universal" placebo has adequate physical properties, is sufficiently stable as a vaginal gel formulation, and is safe and sufficiently inactive for use in the clinical study of investigational microbicides.